
NVIDIA Base Command Platform Provides Enterprises
with Fast Path to Scale Production AI
NVIDIA and NetApp Offer Subscription to Hosted NVIDIA DGX SuperPOD and NetApp Data
Management Platform; Integrations Coming Soon for Public Cloud Infrastructure

COMPUTEX -- NVIDIA today unveiled NVIDIA® Base Command™ Platform, a cloud-hosted development hub that lets
enterprises quickly move their AI projects from prototypes to production.

The software is designed for large-scale, multi-user and multi-team AI development workflows hosted either on premises or
in the cloud. It enables numerous researchers and data scientists to simultaneously work on accelerated computing
resources, helping enterprises maximize the productivity of both their expert developers and their valuable AI infrastructure.

Base Command Platform is available now through a premium monthly subscription jointly offered by NVIDIA and NetApp.
The Base Command Platform with NetApp solution includes access to the record-breaking performance of NVIDIA DGX
SuperPOD™ AI supercomputers and NetApp data management.

Google Cloud plans to add support for Base Command Platform in its marketplace to deliver a true hybrid AI experience for
customers later this year.

“World-class AI development requires powerful computing infrastructure, and making these resources accessible and
attainable is essential to bringing AI to every company and their customers,” said Manuvir Das, head of Enterprise
Computing at NVIDIA. “Deployed as a cloud-hosted solution with NVIDIA-accelerated computing, NVIDIA Base Command
Platform reduces the complexity of managing AI workflows, so that data scientists and researchers can spend more time
developing their AI projects and less time managing their machines.”

“A majority of enterprises now see AI as critical to the success of their digital transformation initiatives, but are challenged by
the complexity of deploying and integrating it into their organizations,” said Brad Anderson, executive vice president of the
hybrid cloud group at NetApp. “The NVIDIA Base Command Platform with NetApp and new subscription offering make it
easier for customers to implement AI and put it to work, simplifying workflow management, and providing unmatched
performance and processing power to supercharge their deployments.”

“We are excited to collaborate with NVIDIA to support Base Command Platform in Google Cloud's Marketplace,” said Manish
Sainani, director of Product Management for ML Infrastructure at Google Cloud. “This hybrid AI offering will allow enterprises
to write once and run anywhere with flexible access to multiple NVIDIA A100 Tensor Core GPUs, speeding AI development
for enterprises that leverage on-demand accelerated computing.”

Comprehensive Workflow Management for AI and Data Science
Base Command Platform provides a single pane of glass view across AI development. It facilitates easy sharing of resources
through a graphical user interface and command line APIs, as well as integrated monitoring and reporting dashboards.

A broad range of AI and data science tools, including the NVIDIA NGC™ catalog of AI and analytics software, APIs for
integration with MLOps software, Jupyter notebooks and more, helps researchers plan and schedule workloads, refine
models and gain insights more quickly.

NVIDIA developed Base Command Platform to power the work of its research teams around the world. As new features are
added for NVIDIA’s internal team, platform customers will receive these same updates.

Availability
NVIDIA Base Command Platform with NetApp is now available for early access customers. Monthly subscription pricing
starts at $90,000. Interested customers should consult with their NetApp representative for more details.

About NVIDIA
NVIDIA’s (NASDAQ: NVDA) invention of the GPU in 1999 sparked the growth of the PC gaming market and has redefined
modern computer graphics, high performance computing and artificial intelligence. The company’s pioneering work in
accelerated computing and AI is reshaping trillion-dollar industries, such as transportation, healthcare and manufacturing,
and fueling the growth of many others. More information at https://nvidianews.nvidia.com/.

Certain statements in this press release including, but not limited to, statements as to: the benefits, impact, performance, and
availability of NVIDIA Base Command Platform; Google Cloud planning to add support for NVIDIA Base Command Platform;
and NVIDIA Base Command Platform providing access to NVIDIA DGX SuperPOD, NVIDIA A100 Tensor Core GPUs, and
tools including the NVIDIA NGC catalog are forward-looking statements that are subject to risks and uncertainties that could



cause results to be materially different than expectations. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially
include: global economic conditions; our reliance on third parties to manufacture, assemble, package and test our products;
the impact of technological development and competition; development of new products and technologies or enhancements
to our existing product and technologies; market acceptance of our products or our partners' products; design, manufacturing
or software defects; changes in consumer preferences or demands; changes in industry standards and interfaces;
unexpected loss of performance of our products or technologies when integrated into systems; as well as other factors
detailed from time to time in the most recent reports NVIDIA files with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC,
including, but not limited to, its annual report on Form 10-K and quarterly reports on Form 10-Q. Copies of reports filed with
the SEC are posted on the company's website and are available from NVIDIA without charge. These forward-looking
statements are not guarantees of future performance and speak only as of the date hereof, and, except as required by law,
NVIDIA disclaims any obligation to update these forward-looking statements to reflect future events or circumstances.
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